Joint Sports Centre

Sports Centre Manager
YEUNG, Donny S K (楊樹光), BA(Hons) Sheffield City Polytech, MSc Leicester

Department of Social Work

Head/Professor
NG, Petrus Y N (吳日顯), BA HKBU, MA, PhD Essex, MA, PsyD Alliant, Reg Psychol

Associate Head/Associate Professor
HUNG, Suer Lin (洪雪蓮), BSocSc, MPA, PhD HKU, Grad Dip Dalwich Cr, MSc London

Professor
WONG, Victor C W (黃俊榮), BA HKBU, MA Nottingham, PhD Sheffield, RSW

Associate Professors
TSUN, Angela O K (秦安琪), PGDip Dalwich Cr, MSW Washington, PhD Bristol

YU, Wai Kam (余偉錦), BSocSc HKBC, PhD Sheffield, RSW

Assistant Professors
CHAN, Tak Mau (陳皓茂), MSc(Econ) Wales, PhD HKU, RSW

FUNG, Kwock Kun (馮國堅), BSocSc HKBC, PhD Bristol

PAN, Juyan (潘嘉雁), BEd, MEd Nanjing Normal, MSocSc CUHK, PhD HKU

YOUNG, Daniel (楊國強), BSc HKU, MA Wales, PhD Bristol

Lecturers
CHAN, Bing Kwan (陳炳坤), BSc CUHK, MA Sheffield, PhD East Anglia

CHAN, Ka Ki (陳嘉祺), BSocSc(Hons), MSW, PhD HKBU

CHAN, Yee May (陳潔媚), MA Bradford, MSW HKU

CHO, Esther Y N (曹雪燕), BSocSc HKBU, MSW, PhD Washington St Louis

LEUNG, Shui King (梁淑儀), IntPgd Dalwich Cr, MA York, MSW HKU, PhD Essex, RSW

NG, Siu Hung (吳兆雄), BSocSc HKBU, MSW HKBU, RSW

SHIU, Ka Chun (邱家輝), BSocSc HKBU, MPhil HKBU

SU, Susan Xiqing (蘇細清), BA Beijing Normal, BA Tsinghua, MPhil, PhD HKBU

Department of Sociology

Head/Chair Professor
BARBALET, Jack (齊傑), BA Finders, BA, PhD Adelaide

Associate Professors
CHEW, Matthew M T (趙明德), MA, PhD Princeton

CHU, Yin Wah (朱燕華), BSocSc, MPhil HKU, PhD UC Davis

LAI, Gina W F (黎嘉儀), MSW, PhD SUNY Albany

RUAN, Danching (阮丹青), BA Peking, MA, MPhil London

WONG, Day K M (黃家輝), MA Lancaster, PhD ANU

WONG, Odalia M H (黃伯雄), BA(Hons) Michigan, MA, PhD Chicago

Assistant Professors
CHAN, Kwock Shing (陳國勝), BSocSc CUHK, MPhil HKUST, PhD London

PENG, Yimin (彭鴻鵠), BA, MA Peking, PhD CUHK

QI, Xiaoying (齊小瑩), BA Anhui Normal, BEd Charles Start, Grad DipEd, MEd Sydney, PhD W Sydney

SUN Chih-Yan (孫志穎), BA Nat'l Tsing Hua, MA Nat'l Taiwan, PhD Brandeis

Principal Lecturer
LEUNG, Hon Chu (梁漢柱), BSocSc HKU, MPhil CUHK, PhD Duke

School of Continuing Education

Dean
WONG, Simon C H (黃志滿), DUniv Unisa, BSc McGill, BEd, DipEd Calgary, MA UBC, FIIM

Associate Dean
TSANG, Lawrence S K (曾瑞強), BA Alberta, PCEd HKU, PGCSA CP HK, MBA CityU, EdD UWA

Public Relations and Communication Manager
LOONG, Joanne S L (龍小玲), MA Lancaster

Assistant to Dean
LEE, Elisik S Y (李式彤), BEng, MA PolyU

Administration Division

Head of Administration
TSANG, Lawrence S K (曾瑞強), BA Alberta, PCEd HKU, PGCSA CP HK, MBA CityU, EdD UWA

(Also serves as Associate Dean of Continuing Education)

Associate Head of Administration/Administration Manager
YIP, Tresa S W (梁秀華), BScSc HKU

Accounting Manager
KJ, Candy K W (郭嘉惠), BBA HKUST, MSc, LLM CUHK, CRP

Human Resources Manager
NG, Hazel W L (伍惠玲), BA HKU, MBA Leicester, MIHRM

Business and IT Studies Division

Head of Business and IT Studies/Senior Lecturer
CHAN, Donald C K (陳志強), BEng HKP, PhD PolyU

Lecturers
LAI, Keith Y P (黎培培), BScSc, MEd Admin HKU, Grad Dip Victoria Tech, MPacc PolyU, CPA, FCPA, FRM

LIN, William K C (林皓俊), BSc (Hmn Nutr), BSc SFX, PGDE HKBU, MBus Curtin, MA, MSocSc CUHK, PhD HKU

SO, Michael Y H (蘇志強), BA(Hons) CityU, MBA CUHK, MIHRM (HK)

TANG, Florence P C (唐寶珠), BA Simon Fraser, MA London, NLP P

LEUNG, Terry W S (黃榮新), BSocSc(Hons) Warwick, MEdAdmin UNSW

Early Childhood and Elementary Education Division

Head of Early Childhood and Elementary Education/ Principal Lecturer
LEE, Amelia N Y (李南玉), BSocSc(Hons) East Asia, DipEd HKU, Adv DipEd, MEd HKU, EdD Durham

Assistant Professor
CHEUNG, Sam S K (張承幹), BSocSc, MPhil, PhD CUHK

Senior Lecturer
WONG, Vincent W L (王偉倫), BA, MA, MEd, EdD CUHK, PGDE HKBU, CFP, ECHKPAA, MHKPAA, MIIM, Prep Prin Course

Lecturers
CHAN, Terri N C (陳麗華), BEd Macau, MEd HKU

FENG, Zhen Hui (馮子賢), BSc, MPhil Edinburgh

FOK, Pretor W K (霍偉健), BEd, MA HKU, EdD Durham

HOO, Selene S T (何善庭), BSocSc, MSoSc HKU, RCCW

HUNG, Janet N Y (孔雅欣), BEd(ECE) HKBU, MEd HKU, RCCW

(Also serves as Principal of the HKBU Kindergarten)

LEE, Carol S W (李茜薔), BEd(Hons) HKEd, BEd HKBU

LEUNG, Kwai Kam (梅桂英), BSW(Hons) CityU, MSoSc HKU
LEUNG, Suzanne K Y (梁潔蓮), BA(Hons) CityU, PGDip, MEd CUHK, PGDE HKU, RCCW
LO, Jammy K M (羅潔蓮), BA Queensland, MA Mus Ed HKIEd
LO, Wing Yee (梁偉誼), BEd(Pri) HKIEd, MEd, PhD Sydney
POON, Janice T Y (潘芷盈), BEd(See) HKIEd, PGCert, MEd, EdD HKU
TAM, Simone S M (羅思敏), BSc, PCEd HKU, MA CUHK, TONG, Stephanie L Y (湯洛怡), BSc CUHK, CE HKBU SCE, MEd OUHK
WONG, Shuk Yee (王淑儀), BA, DipEd, MPhil CUHK
WU, Angela K T (吳銘秋), AdvDip HKBU SCE, BEd (ECE) HKBU, MEd HKIEd
YUAN, Anthony (袁鈞東), PGDip HKU SPACE, PCed, MEd HKU
YUEN, Paulina P S (阮燦珊), BSc Toronto, MA San Francisco State

Assistant Lecturers
KAM, Yan Wing (金欣穎)
YU, Kwan Fu (余昆富), BA (Hons) HKBC, PGDE CUHK, MPhil Nanjing U

General and Professional Studies Division
Acting Head of General and Professional Studies/Senior Lecturer
WOO, Grace Y Y (吴瑞琪), BPhil Exeter, MA HKBU

Lecturers
CHEUNG, Cheer Y M (張玉敏), BA(Hons), MPhil, PhD CityU
HON, Helen Y W (韓仰泓), BGS, MEd OUHK, PGDip HKU
KWONG, Carol M C (鄺美貞), BEd Wolverhampton, MSc CUHK
LEE, Alison Y P (李妙明), BA, CUNY, MA New York, Associate APA, Reg Psychologist
LUK, Clara W C (陸婉芝), BA YorkU, MA(FA) CUHK, AJDPE, FGA
QI, Christine (齊雪青), BM Sun Yat-sen, MS Florida, CHE
WONG, Grace S S (黃翠珊), BA, PCed, MPhil HKU, PhD Queensland

Regstry and IT Services Division
Head of Registry and IT Services
SO, Sai Kit (蘇世傑), MSc York
Information Technology Manager
LO, Lawrence C M (羅祖明), BEng HKP, MSc HKBU, CISSP, PMP
Registration Manager
WONG, Amy W P (王慧蓮), BA CUHK

College of International Education
Director of College of International Education/Principal Lecturer
LAU, Sam S S (劉信信), BSc(Hons) HKBU, MPhil CUHK, PhD Cambridge

Associate Head of College of International Education
(Academic Development)/Senior Lecturer
LEE, Vicky (李美琪), BA, PhD HKU

Associate Head of College of International Education
(General Administration)/College Administrator
YEUNG, Shirley W S (鄭裕莉), BSc London, MSc PolyU

Associate Head of College of International Education
(Kowloon Tong Campus)/Senior Lecturer
LIANG, Man Yu (梁萬如), BA, MPhil, PhD HKBU, PGDE CUHK

Senior Lecturers
CHENG, Benjamin K L (鄭嘉麟), BScSc(Hons), MPhil, PhD HKBU

CHOW, Simon K W (周健華), BSc Essex, MSc, PhD Wales
CUNANAN, Theresa, BA, PCed, MA HKU, PhD East Anglia
LAM, Danny F Y (梁啟思), BScS, MEd, PhD CUHK, PCed HKU, C. Psychol
WONG, Gordon T H (王贊雄), BA, MSc UW-Madison, EdD UWA
WONG, Wing Hong (黃永康), BScSc(Hons), MVA HKBU, CUHK

Lecturers
CARTWRIGHT, Stephen R (嘉德智), BSc(Hons) Plymouth, PhD HKU
CHAN, Banny S K (陳俊輝), BSc OUHK, PGCert PolyU, MSc Warwick
CHAN, Catherine S (陳家怡), BA, MPhil HKBU
CHAN, Iris H F (陳曉芳), BA, PolU, MStrDesign Politecnico di Milano
CHAN, Jenny C L (陳振蓮), BA(Hons) EU, PGDE, MA HKBU
CHAN, Joseph W T (陳宏達), BSc, PhD HKU
CHAN, Kristy W K (陳婉琪), BA, MPhil CUHK
CHAN, Sandy W C (陳敏儀), BA, MA CUHK
CHAN, Suet Ni (陳婉儀), BA (Hons), MPhil HKBU
CHAN, Timothy C H (陳世俊), BSc(Hons) Lancaster, MBA UBC, MStat, MMedSc, HKU
CHEN, Monica S P (陳淑璇), BA, MA, Nat’l Cheng Kung, MA Warwick, PhD HKU
CHEN, Semy H M (陳泮燁), BA Chu Hai, MA, CityU
CHENG, Carol Y T (鄭婉玲), BA, MA CUHK
CHENG, Sheren S K (鄭麗琴), BA(Hons), MPhil, PhD Cambridge, PCED HKU
CHEUNG, Dickson C L (張政立), BA, MPhil CUHK
CHEUNG, Patti S W (張詩韻), BA UW-Madison, PGDE, MA CUHK
CHEUNG, Wilkins K M (張國文), BScSc(Hons), MFA HKBU
CHOW, Raymond M C (周文健), BA EdUHK, MA CUHK
CHOY, Sarah S W (蔡秀英), BSc, PhD HKUST
CHU, Yun Chung (朱允中), BSc, MPhil CUHK, PhD Cambridge
FUNG, Joanne P K (馮佩儀), BSc, MPhil, PhD CUHK
HAi, Helia S Y (麥小英), BA, PCed HKU, AdPGDE, MEd CUHK
HO, Gary K H (何家聲), BA(Hons), MA YorkU
HO, Hing Cheong (何明財), BA HKBU, MA HKU, PGDE, MDiv, MPhil CUHK
HO, Kalia W K (何詠嘉), BA(Hons) CityU, MA CUHK, RSW
KAM, Michael W H (甘嘉華), BA(Hons) MScSc HKBU, PhD Queensland
KO, Emily (高敏寧), BA Albert, DipEd UBC, MEd CUHK
KOO, Crystal Gail (高敏寧), BA Philippines Diliman, MA UNSW
KUI, Shuk Han (翟淑嫻), BA, LU, MScSc(Couns) HKU
KWOK, Vivian N S (郭誼詩), BSc, MSc HKUST, PGEd CUHK
LAI, Angel (林嘉煇), MA Kent, PCED HKU, DBA Newcastle
LAI, William K W (黎貫榮), BA Winnipeg, MA Carleton, CFA, CFPI(CM), FRM
LAM, Ka Wing (林嘉煇), BA(Hons), MPhil HKBU, PGDE(S) HKEd
LAM, Raymond W M (林恆文), BA Nat’l Tsing Hua, MA PolyU, PGDE, EdD HKU
LAU, Eric T K (黎祖明), BA(Hons) De Montfort, BA(Hons) Greenwich, PCed HKU, MBA Aston
LEE, Bobo B (李寶), BA, MA CUHK
LEE, Erica K M (李詠敏), BComm, PGDip, MEdCom Curtin, Chartered Marketer
LEE, Hing Yu (李鴻英), BA, MPhil, PhD HKU
LEE, Vincent C H (李志豪), BEng(Hons) HKP, MSc, MEd PolyU
LEUNG, Alan (梁嘉敏), BSc, PhD HKU
LI, Janice Y L (李綺儀), BA Carleton, BA Ottawa, MA CUHK
LI, Terence (李敬堯), BA (Hons) LU, PGDE HKU, MA PolyU
LINGER, Warren, BA Colorado, MA San Francisco State, MBA HKBU, EdD San Francisco
MAK, Chung Lin (麥林), BA Regina, PCEd HKU, MBA Canberra
MING, Sammy S M (明思敏), BEd, MA HKU
POON, Brian S W (潘瑞榮), BSc, PGCE HKU, MSc CityU
POON, Poppy Y F (潘婉羚), BSc, PGDE, PhD HKU
SCRIPTER, Lucas A, BA BethelU, MA, PhD Emory
SUNG, Elsa W F (宋麗芳), BA, MPhil, PhD HKUST
TSANG, Amy M C (曾美遲), PGDip CIM, MBA Sheffield Hallam, Chartered Marketer, MCIM
TSE, Fiona T Y (謝芷茵), BA(Hons), MA HKBU, PCEd HKU, MSc PolyU
TSE, Ming Kit (謝明傑), BScSc, CPEC, FCLL, HKU, LLM CityU
TSEN, Wai Sing (謝偉光), BSc, MPhil, PhD CUHK
TSOI, Pablo S P (蔡思鵬), BA, MPhil, PhD HKU
TSUI, Martin C K (徐志強), BEd, PCEd, MEdcon HKU, EdD UW
WANG, Qin (王勤), BA, MPhil HKU
WONG, Elsa W F (王慧敏), BS Indiana State, MBA SUNY Buffalo, DBA Newcastle, ASA, CPA(Aus), FCPA(Aus)
WOO, Karen L Y (胡麗思), BSc, PhD CUHK, MPhil HKUST, MSc HKU
YAU, Josephine P L (遊美琳), BA, MScSc, PhD HKU
YAU, Yuet Yee (俞月兒), BA Nat’l Tsing Hua, MPhil HKUST, PhD Fudan
YEUNG, Fred C F (楊志發), BA HKBU, MA UniSA
YEUNG, John F Y (楊輝霖), BScSc(Hons) LC, MPhil LU, PhD PolyU
YEUNG, Lorraine K C (楊家瑜), BA, MPhil CUHK, PhD HKU
YIM, Alan W K (殷偉華), BA W Ontario, BSW(Hons) YorkU, MA CUHK, MHKPCA, RSW
YUE, Kin K K (余耀傑), BA, BA UBC, MA, PhD Exeter
YUEN, Anna W Y (袁慧儀), BA Shue Yan, MPhil HKBU
ZHANG, Emma (張宏韜), BA(Hons) LU
Yi Jin Diploma Team

Programme Director/Head of Business and IT Studies
CHAN, Donald C K (陳志強), BEng HKP, PhD PolyU

Acting Head of General and Professional Studies
WOO, Grace Y W (胡明嶂), BPhil Exeter, MA HKBU

Lecturers
CHAN, Rita (陳榮美), BA(Hons), PCEd HKBU, MA CUHK
CHAN, Vivian S M (梁芷晴), BA(Hons) CityU, MA CUHK
CHUI, Kwok Ming (徐國明), BSc CUHK, PGDE(S) OUHK, MStat HKU
CHUN, Ka Lai (秦嘉麗), BA(Hons) LU, PGDE(S), PGDE HKIEEd, Adv PGDE, MA CUHK
LI, Angel S L (李嘉儀), BA Windsor, PGDip HKP, MSc CityU
LI, Sindy S Y (李善珊), BEd(Hons) CityU, PGDE HKBU, MA CUHK
LO, Ronald K C (盧家俊), BBA(Hons) CityU, PGDE HKBU, MA CUHK
LU, Steve M T (呂文俊), BEd(Hons) HKIEEd, MA CUHK
SHIU, Wei Hung (蕭偉雄), BEd, ProfDip, MA CUHK
SIL, On Chi (謝智傑), BEng(Hons) HKP, MA China Bible Sem, MEEd CUHK

Lecturers
WONG, Ricky C K (黃秋權), BEd HKU, MA PolyU
YEUNG, Connie S H (楊麗華), BA, PCEd HKU, MA CityU
YEUNG, Yiu Sing (楊耀聲), BA(Hons) Portsmouth, PGDE, Med HKU

Assistant Lecturers
HO, Shirley W H (何慧蘭), BA, PCEd HKU, MA CUHK
NG, Chun Hung (吳峻鴻), BEd(Hons) HKIEEd

Academy of Visual Arts
Director/Chair Professor
AIKEN, John, BA(Hons) Chelsea Art

Associate Professors
BENZ, Peter, MFA Bauhaus
HO, Siu Kee (何兆基), BA, DipEd CUHK, MFA Cranbrook Art, DFA RMIT
LAI, Ming Hoi (黎兆明), BEd Liverpool, MA Royal Art, PhD Lancaster
LAU, Chak Kwong (劉振光), BEd(Hons) Chelseaham & Gloucester, MPhil HKU, PhD UC Santa Barbara
LEUNG, Mee Ping (梁美萍), BFA ENSBA, MFA CalArts, PhD CUHK

Assistant Professors
CHUNG, Wai Ching (鍾智正), BSc CUHK, MA London Inst, DFA RMIT
FLANAGAN, Patricia, PhD Newcastle
KOON, Wai Bong (官偉邦), BA, MFA CUHK, DFA RMIT
MAK, Anson H S (麥海強), BScSc(Hons) HKBU, MPhil HKU, DFA RMIT
TAKAGI, Mariko, Applied Sci Munster, PhD Braunschweig Art
WANG, Sunny (王婉儀), BBA Ming Chuan, MVA ANU, PhD UniSA
WATTS, Emma, BA(Hons) OU, MA, PhD York
YU, Francis W L (余偉聰), BFA YorkU, MA Royal Art, PhD China Art

Research Assistant Professor
ELLIS, James Walter, BA Houston, MA Rice, PhD Case

Lecturers
CHING, Sze Yin (程詩賢), BA, DFA RMIT, MA Sunderland
INGRASSIA, Andrea, BA London Arts, MA Royal Art
LEE, Wing Ki (李泳麒), BA HKU, MA UAL
NG, Kingsley S K (伍耀榮), BFA Ryerson, MSc Edinburgh
WAN, Annie L K (尹麗儀), BA, MFA CUHK
WONG, Chiu Tat (黃梓棋), BA CUHK, MA Sussex
WONG, Suk Ki (黃淑琪), BA PolyU, MA UAIH

Administrative Officer
CHAN, Heidi W Y (陳婉兒), BEd Alberta, MIL